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Abstract.- The review of modem situation conceming the studies of the generation of

microwave harmonics in YBaCUO is given. Far from T~ the nonlinear response of ceramics

YBaCUO has Josephson nature b~ a weak magnetic fields or is described in terms of the critical

state model in a strong extemal magnetic field H. Near T~, the signals of the second

P~~(T) and the third P~~(T) harmonics have the form of spikes of generation. Yet the signal
P~ ~(H) shows a hysteresis and is proportional to the square of incident power P~~ ~c

P$ while

the signal P~
~

~c
PI and doesn't depend on the field H. Such behavior of the nonlb~ear response

near T~ is typical of both ceramics and single crystals of YBaCUO. We use the Portis model to

describe the signal P~~ and the model based on Eliashberg theory to describe the signal
P~

~.

The question about the model which can simultaneously explain the behavior of the second

and the third harmonics remains open.

Introduction.

The papers devoted to the studies of nonlinear properties of high temperature superconduc-

tors have been published of late. It has been caused by both the possibility of new

superconductors being employed for applications and general interest of physicists studying
non-stationary dynamic processes in superconductors.

The measurement of the intensity of the highest harmonics occurring at electromagnetic

wave reflection from the superconductor surface is a convenient method to study such

processes. ln particular the signals of double and triple frequencies have been observed in

microwave range. To explain experiments various mechanisms of generation have been

proposed.
ln this review, we have tried to classify the already known [1-6] and the latest results of

microwave harmonics studies. The detection processes and frequency mixing, analyzed for

example in references [7-10], are not considered here. Moreover we will also omit

experimental results from references [11-13] which concemed the nonlinear dependence of

microwave absorption on modulating field amplitude.

(*) Permanent address : ISSP, 142432 Chemogolovka, Russia.
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Fig. I. The second harmonic signal, P2w> versus the temperature in various magnetic field H (the

curve labels at the right). The maximum amplitude H~ of the altemating magnetic field H~ at the

surface of the sample H_
=

18 Oe w/2
gr =

9.3 Ghz [2].

50 70 90 no T,K

Fig. 2. -The third harmonic signal, P~~, versus the temperature at H=0; H_ =100e

w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz [2].

Figures I and 2 represent the typical plots of harmonics powers : the second P~~ and the

third P~~ as a function of temperature for ceramic sample of YBaCUO [1, 2]. A similar

dependence P~ ~(T) has been observed in references [3, 4]. The curves in figures 1, 2 have

three peculiarities :

I) absence of nonlinear signal in the normal state of a superconductor ;

2) maximum in the vicinity of the superconducting transition temperature T~
3) substantial and almost constant signal level at T~ T~.

The measurements of P~
~

and P~
~

as a function of extemal magnetic field and amplitude
of microwave incident on the sample showed that peculiarities 2) and 3) have different nature.

We shall consider them separately.

Experiment.

The essence of the method of harmonics generation consists in irradiating YBaCUO sample by

an electromagnetic wave of high frequency
w

and detecting a signal of frequency 2
w (or 3 w)

occurring in the sample.
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The sample is placed in a bimodal resonator which may be simultaneously tuned to either

frequencies
w and 2

w or w
and 3

w.
Rectangular and cylindrical resonators [14] were

employed. The sample was exposed to an electromagnetic wave with frequency
w/2

or =

9.4 GHz from a magnetron, in pulsed operation with a pulse repetition frequency of

50 Hz and a pulse length of 2 ~s. The wave power entering the resonator, could be varied

from I W up to 2kW, which corresponded to the change of the maximal amplitude
H~ of the altemating magnetic field H~ on the sample surface within the interval

0.5 Oe w H~ w 25 Oe. A set of absorbing and reflecting filters (see Fig. 3) was employed for

suppression of magnetron harmonics. The harmonics signal was directed from the sample to

superheterodyne receiver with the sensitivity up to 10~ '~W and then registered by boxcar

5R250. The quantities measured were the pulse powers P~
~

or P~
~

of the radiated wave of

frequencies 2
w or 3

w. It was convenient to investigate weak signals by applying a microwave

bias to the detector. In this case the 2nd (or 3d) harmonics was separated from the magnetron

spectrum and was the reference wave. The presence of a phase shifter in the reference signal
channel made it possible to measure the variation of the phase of the wave generated in the

sample as a function of H.

In these experiments we used a static extemal magnetic field 7 koe
~

H
~

7 koe, which

could be rotated in the plane parallel to the irradiated surface of the sample. The field

H
~

200 Oe was created by means of a set of Helmholtz coils with Earth field compensation.
The sample temperature was measured by germanium thermometer soldered to the

extemal surface of resonator. In the experiment there was a possibility to carry out

measurements at any fixed temperature, the adjustment accuracy of which was ± 0.01K.

~

2tJ(3W)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of high-frequency channels ; M-magnetron, V-isolator, F-filter, A-attenuator,

R-phase shifter.

Nonlinearity far from l~.

At first let's consider the nonlinear signals observed at T~ T~ and weakly dependent on

temperature (Figs. 1, 2).

WEAK EXTERNAL FIELD. Figure 4 represents the dependence of the 2nd harmonics

P2
w

signal on the extemal magnetic field HfIH~ in ceramic YBaCUO sample, cooled down to

T=4.2K in the field H=0. The similar dependences were also observed at other

temperatures T~ T~. Figure 5 depicts the curve P~~(H) at T
=

60 K [2].
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Fig. 4.- Typical plot of the second harmonic P~~ as a function of the magnetic field H:

H#H~ H_
=

2 Oe T
=

4.2 K w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz.

Fig. 5. Dependence of P~ ~(H ) H_
=

3 Oe, T
=

60 K w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz.

The signals P
~

~

(H and P
~

~

(H disappear in a sufficiently weak magnetic field. The shape
of curves P~~(H) and P~ ~(H) is reproduced in figures 4, 5 in changing sweep direction.

Note that the disappearance of the signal Pz ~(H) is not observed on any ceramic YBaCUO

sample, e.g. in the experiments [1-3] P~
~

is not equal to zero even at H
>

100 Oe. In these

cases maximum of P~~(H) in weak fields is reproduced if the magnetic field increases or

decreases within the approximate interval 100 Oe
~

H
~

100 Oe. The case of strong fields

will be considered below.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the power P~
~

on the power P~ incident on the sample,
obtained at H

=

15 Oe and T
=

55 K [2]. This dependence is not monotonic, the quadratic
regime Hi"

oz
(H?)~ taking place only at the least levels of P~ (in Fig. 6 up to

P~
=

3 dB).

P2w,dB
12

6

~
9 18 ~,dB

Fig. 6. Dependence of the radiated power P~~ on the power P~ incident on the ceramic YBaCUO

sample H
=

15 Oe T
=

55 K w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz [2].

The displayed dependences of harmonics intensity on the extemal field H and on the

amplitude of incident microwave are indicative of Josephson generation mechanism at

T
~ T~ [1, 2].

Such mechanism was considered in detail in the paper [15] before the discovery of the high
temperature superconductivity (*). Then Jeffries and co-workers [16, 17] proposed a similar

model for explanation of the observed dependences of harmonics intensity on a weak field at

T~ T~ in YBaCUO.

(*) The authors are b~debted to W. L. McLean who drew our attention to this paper.
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The superconducting granules in a ceramic sample are supposed to be weakly linked with

each other by means of Josephson junctions with the area s. In the presence of the magnetic
fields current loop with the area S containing the junction is formed. A superconductor has

quite a complete set of current loops (similar to the set of high-frequency squids), which

consists of superconducting rings shunted by Josephson junction. The current in the loop is

I(t)
=

I~ sin
~ "~

(l)
*o

where I~ is the critical transition current, 4~o
=

hc/2 e is the flux quantum, 4~ is full magnetic
flux through the loop. The critical current can be written as [18] :

~
orA(T)

~
A(T) sin (x)

~ ~~
sin (x)

~~~
~ 2 eR~ 2 kT x

~
x

where A(T) is the gap, R~ is normal resistance, x =

sH/die. Magnetic flux is

4~
=

SH + SH~ + LI (t). (3)

Here L is the self-inductance of the loop, H~
=

H~ sin (wt) is the microwave magnetic
field. Introducing the terms

'~

~ i~
~

~
~

~~~
~

~
~

~i~
~

we find from (1), (2) and (3)

1(t)
=

I~ sin ia + p sin (wt) + 81(t)j (4)

Following paper [3], let's suppose, the term 81(t) is small as compared to the other terms.

In the first order approximation on 81(t) we obtain

I (t)
=

I~isin (a + p sin (wt)) + 81(t) cos (a + p sin (wt))j (5)

From (5) it is not difficult to select the current component I~
~

in one loop at the frequency
2 w :

I~
~

=

2 I~ sin
a

[J~(p ) + 81~ cos a
(J)

+ 2 Jo J~ 2 Ji J~ ) cos (2
w

t) (6)

where J~(p ) is the Bessel function of I-th order.

The current loops and junctions in the sample may have various areas and directions with

respect to the fields H and H~. For calculation of non linear response P~
~

it is necessary to

select the suitable distribution of areas S and s. In references [3, 16] Gaussian distribution is

employed :

F(A )
=

exp [- (A 1)~/2 ~r~]/~r fi

where ~r is a mean quadratic deviation. Then, supposing the significant values of the areas s

and S change from zero to their two-fold average values, we get for the power
~'2w.

P
~ ~

oz (I~
~

)~ oz I~ (T sin (Ax )/(Ax )/ (Ax ) sin (Aa ) x

x (J~(Ap ) + I~(T ) A8 sin (Ax )/(Ax ) cos (Aa )

X
[J)(AP ) + 2 Jo(Ap ) J2(Ap 2 Ji(Ap J3(Ap )]) F(A ) dA ~ (7)
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Expression (7) containing the phenomenological parameters s, S,
~r and 8 (or 81~(T ) at the

present temperature) gives a good description of the experimental results on the second

harmonics generation in the weak magnetic field and at low input power levels. As an

example figure 7 shows dependences P~~(H) at Hi H~ flH~~, two temperatures T=

4.2 K, T
=

77 K and at the various amplitudes H~ of the microwave field H~ [3]. Different

symbols correspond to experimental data, solid lines are P~
~

calculated from expression (7)

at the parameter values s, S, 81~(t) and ~r indicated in the caption. The values s, S and ~r

correspond to ones published earlier in references [16, 19] for low frequencies.
Ciccarello et al. [3] indicate the satisfactory coincidence of experiment and calculation may

be obtained for each separate curve P~~ by the change of only three parameters s, S and m

supposing 8
=

0 everywhere. However to describe the set of curves in figure 7 obtained at

various levels of incident power, it is necessary to take into account the self-inductance

L oz 8.

o

lo

-20

_30

T«4,2 X
"

H_
" 9,9

~ a) » H_ = iz,3 oe

C0 -40

'©
-20

-3°
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-8 -4 0
4 8 12

magnetic ield
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At larger amplitudes H~ >100e it is impossible to reach agreement between the

experimental and calculated according to (7) results, even varying all the parameters. This

fact follows from figure 8 of the same reference [3], where the dependences P~~(P~) are

shown.

Thus the Jeffries model [16, 17] is valid for description of the nonlinear response of high

temperature superconductors placed in rather weak electromagnetic fields.

With the increase of the extemal magnetic field in ceramics YBaCUO at T~T~ the

hysteresis phenomena were observed, Now we are coming over to their consideration.

o
~

a) ~ ~

_i~

-20

T=4.2

-30 _

.

~

cQ
-40

~©

~

3

_CQ
.

b)
.- lo

T=77

-30

H

-40

10°

fl~, (Gel

Fig. 8.-

Hi ~c P~ ; H#H~ ;
w/2

gr = 3 GHz [3]. ymbols are xperimental pob~ts
quation (7) in for

)
and b) is

ade use of the same values of
,

S, &J~(T) and was for

and 7b),

STRONG EXTERNAL HELD. Figure 9 shows the curves P~~(H) for a YBaCUO sample
cooled down to T=4.2K in the field H=0 [3]. In increasing H the maximum of

P~~ is observed then the signal drops, the line shape being reproduced if at H
~

100 Oe the

field sweeping is reversed. The curves of such a type were discussed above (Figs. 4, 5, 7). If
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(w,JB

so

20

io

P-----~-
O

~0
0,1 0,2 fl,

Fig. 9. Dependence of P~
~

signal on the extemal field 0 Oe w H w 300 Oe H#H~#H~
~

;

H~
=

3.5 Oe ; w/2
gr =

3 GHz [3].

the field sweep direction is reversed at H
=

200-300 Oe, when the signal P~
~

is very small,

then at any further changes of field the signal is equal to Po (dashed line in Fig. 9). The value

of this
« remanent »

signal may be increased only by increasing the level of the wave power

incident on the sample. In this case the dependence P~
~

(H ) would be similar to that observed

on the samples cooled down to the temperatures T~T~ in a sufficiently strong field

H
=

000~3 000 Oe [5].
Figure 10a demonstrates an example of the dependence P~~(H) for such a case. The

nonlinear signal practically does not depend on an extemal field as long as H increases (or

decreases) monotonically. Sharp minima are observed at the two end points of the diagram
where the magnetic field sweep reverses its direction. At the same time the value of the field

H wherein the sweep changes its direction, is insignificant.
For further comprehension of the generation mechanism it is important to measure the

phase of the radiated signal as a function of the field H (Fig. 10b). In increasing magnetic field

from D to A the phase remains constant. It does not vary also in decreasing field from A to B,

but at the moment of passing through B it alters abruptly by 180°. At further decrease of the

field H the phase keeps on its new value until the point D has been passed through where the

phase alters abruptly by 180° again.
The experimental results, presented in figure 10, are accounted for in reference [5] on the

basis of the Bean critical state model [20]. Let's consider a cylindrical superconductor of

radius R, placed in the magnetic field Ho parallel to its axis. The magnetic flux density inside

the superconductor is

rot B
=

4 orjjc (8)

where j~ is the critical current density. The Bean model supposes that j~ does not depend on

magnetic field induction and it may have only three values 0, ± j~ inside the superconductor.
Then the field distribution in the cylinder will be

B (r)
=

Ho ± 4 orj~(R r)/c (9)
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If then the extemal field is decreased from the Ho value to some value of H, the current

alters its direction at the sample surface, retaining the same direction inside and the average

field will equal :

(B )
=

Ho H/H~ (H~ H()/2 H~ (HI
+ H ~/3 +

HI H Ho H~)/4 Hj (I I

Now let's include the altemating field H~ fl H. If the field modulation frequency is high,
the superconductor response in critical state will change within the wave period.

Let's consider the sample in critical state arising in increasing field up to the value

Ho. We shall refer to such a state as a direct critical state. Within the semiperiod when the

field H~ is positive, it is very difficult to change the induction flux in a sample. Indeed, as soon

as the current density value is stable in critical state, the induction flux change may be caused

only by the shift of the whole fluxons lattice so that the region with gradient of fluxons density
will be increased. But due to short time of the wave semiperiod such an event is hardly
probable. On the other hand during the semiperiod with the negative value H~, the flux

density may change since the fluxons situated on the sample surface or in its vicinity can easily
leave the sample.

The opposite situation will take place when the critical state is established in decreasing
extemal field. Such a state will be called a reverse critical state.

The presented considerations are valid as long as the sample is in a critical state. If the latter

is absent (at a very small field change the critical state may not occur at the sample surface due

to the current redistribution) the sample responds equally both to the field increase and

decrease.

Thus, the superconductor, being in direct or reverse critical state, acts as a «
rectifier

»
of a

high frequency field, and does not if the critical state has not been established. Moreover

detection does not occur even in critical state if the frequency of altemating field is so small

that the induction flux is able to follow the field alteration during the whole wave period.
Following this model for the sample in critical state arises in the extemal field increasing up

to Ho we suppose that in the sample the induction flux does not change during the positive
high-frequency field semiperiod H~

=

H~ sin (wt), while it does during the negative one.

Then for the induction flux it is not difficult to obtain from (10), (11) :

(B )
=

B (Ho) Hi sin~ (wt)/2 H~ HI sin~ (wt )/12 H) (12)

for or~wt~-or/2and

(B )
=

B (Ho) +
(Hi /H~ HIM Hj) sin (wt) +

+
(Hi /2 H~ HIM H)) sin~ (wt (HI /12 H)) sin~ (wt ) (13)

for or/2
~ wt ~

0. Finally (B)
=

B (Ho) at 0
~ wt ~ or.

If now Fourier transform of the function (B (t)) is fullfilled we can find the magnetization
component, oscillating at the frequency 2

w at H_ « H~ [5]

M~
~

oz
(H)/3 orH~) cos (2 wt) +

(H?/6 orH~) sin (2 wt). (14)

Note that M~
~

depends on
Hi. Though Ho does not explicitly enter the expression (14) it is

the field Ho that provides the critical state and, consequently, harmonics generation effect in

the sample.
According to (14) the expression for power at doubled frequency will have the form

P~~ oz (M~
~

)~ oz (a~ cos 2 wt + l§ sin 2 wt)
=

5 Hj cos~ (2 wt + q~ )/36 or~H) (15)

tg q~ =
b~la~

=

0.5 (16)
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The similar calculations, performed in the case of reverse critical state result in the same

expression (15) with

tg q~ =

(- b~)/(- a~)
=

0.5 (17)

Consequently the phase q~
does not depend on extemal field as long as the superconductor

is in the critical state (e.g. in direct one). At the transition to the reverse critical state the

phase either remains the same or undergoes rapid change by 180°. The relations (15), (16) and

(17) agree well with the experimental results.

Firstly the observed harmonic signal is proportional to the square of incident power,

P~~, as it follows from expression (15).

Secondly as figure 10a and (15) show the value P~
~

does not depend on the extemal field H

as long as the H is monotonically increased (or decreased). If at the point A the sample is in

direct critical state at the transition to the point B the generation drops because of changing
field sweep direction. The same occurs at the transition from C to D. One can make

conclusion that within these transitions critical state disappears and the difference of fields at

points A and B defines the initial field Hi of critical state establishment [11, 12]. In the

experiment Hi
=

10 Oe. The reverse critical state itself is completely formed at considerably
large field changes from the point B to the point F.

Thirdly the phase measurement results in figure 10b correspond to conditions (16) and (17).

The phase of signal P~
~

(H ) in the given field Ho depends on pre-history of Ho establishment.

The phase remains the same until the critical state is reversed. If the critical state reverses

occurs, the harmonic signal phase alters by 180°.

Nonlinearity near l~.

Let's consider maxima of P~~(T) and P~ ~(T) in the vicinity of superconducting transition

temperature T~ (Figs. 1, 2).

THE 2nd HARMONIC GENERATION. In this part we are reporting the P~
~

signal generation
mechanism near T~ in a YBaCUO single crystal [21].

The sample had the dimensions 4 x 4 x 0.I mnl, resistivity p =
50 ~Q. cm at T

=
T~ and

the superconducting transition width
=

0.5 K according to susceptibility measurements.

The temperature dependence of P~ ~(T) is shown in figure 11. In contrast to the results on

ceramic YBaCUO samples (Figs. 1, 2) the P~~(T) and P~~(T) signals were observed only

near T~. All the rest measurements have been performed at the temperature T=T~
corresponding to the peak of maximum on the curve of P~~(T).

Figure 12 presents the dependence of P~~ on the power P~ incident on a YBaCUO single
crystal. The same dependence has been obtained also for ceramic. In the whole of the

P~ change region the quadratic mode of P~~ oz
P(

occurs, the latter basically differs from

nonmonotonic dependence of P~~(P~) in ceramic at T~ T~ and approximately within the

similar interval of the P~ change (Fig. 6).
Near T~ the dependence of P~

~
on weak extemal magnetic field (Fig. 13) is also different

from the function type P~
~

(H ) at T
~

T~ (Figs. 4, 7). The curve of P~
~

(H ) in figure 13 is of a

hysteresis character both in a single crystal and ceramics.

A sample was cooled in the field H
=

0 and the signal of P~~ equalled zero. With

increasing field the P~~ grows rapidly and becomes saturated at H=50e. At further

magnetic field growth the P~~ level remains practically the same. At the A point
corresponding to H

=

Ho (Fig.13) the direction of a field sweep is switched over to the

opposite one. At this moment the P~
~

signal drops and then decreases smoothly almost down

to zero and only in a very weak field begins to grow. Then in the range of Ho H
~

H
~

Ho
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~w

o

70 90 l10 (K

Fig. II. Dependence of the second harmonic P2w Power on the temperature in a YBaCUO single
crystal ;

H#H~
,

H
=

20 Oe H_
=

15 Oe w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz.

to

0 5 10 <5 p~ JB

Fig. 12. Dependence of the radiated power P~~ on the power P~ b~cident on the YBaCUO single
crystal near T

=
T~ ;

HfH~, H
=

15 Oe, w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz [21].

(~

~
10 20 fl,Oe

Fig. 13. Plot of P~ ~(H for the YBaCUO single crystal at T
=

T~ H_
=

lo Oe w/2
gr =

9.4 GHz.

At the A pob~t magnetic field sweep reverses its direction [21].

the P~~(H) curve does not vary and remains symmetric about the ordinate axis

H
=

0.

The measurements of the P~~(H) signal phase have demonstrated that the latter does not

change within the whole Ho
~

H
~

Ho region.
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Thus, near T~ the superconductor microwave response at the doubled frequency is the same

for both ceramics and single crystal. Probably the origin of this response is not connected with

the Josephson generation mechanism occurring in weak fields at T
~

T~.
To explain experimental results we use the Portis model [22, 11], which depicts low-field

nonresonant absorption of high temperature superconductors in critical state [12].

According to this model a microwave response arises during the interaction of supercon-

ducting current with free or weakly pinned fluxons. Pinned fluxons do not contribute to the

absorption. The equation of motion of a fluxon is

dV~ i
M-+I~V~ +kf

=

-.j~ q~o. (18)

Here M is the fluxon mass per unit length,
1~

is the fluxon viscous damping constant, k is the

force constant, restraining fluxon displacement, j~ is the superconducting current density, f is

the displacement and q~o is the flux quantum.
Let the incident wave have temporary dependence exp(- iwt). Then the fluxon velocity

amplitude will equal

V~
=

~" ~°/(-
iwm +1~ + ik/w ). (19)

The moving fluxon creates an electric field at frequency
w

ES
=

V~ fH/c (20)

where f is the fraction of free or weakly pinned fluxons. Under the experiment conditions in

[22] f
=

0.I.

In its tum the field (20) together with the applied microwave field E~ define the vector

potential A~ and self-consistently the j~ current from the London equation :

j~
=

(cA~~/(4 orA(~), dj~/dt
=

c~(E~ + ES ~/(4 orA(~) (21)

where A~~ is the depth of microwave field penetration.
By means of MaXwell equations the expression for a surface impedance can be found out

[22] with the use of the j~ current and f~ field connection (21).
Taking into account a magnetic field H~ of the microwave the second harmonic of a

fundamental frequency will occur in the spectrum of an electric field created by a fluxon

E?~ oz fH~ V~ (22)

From the London equation (21) we shall obtain the expression for
«

nonlinear source »
[23]

at the doubled frequency :

ji~
~

lc~~iw~(~
W

"~~nw) (23)

This source defines the radiated power, registered in the experiment

2

l~
2

w
°Z

j~ (Z ) ~2
w

(Z ) dZ (24)

where E~~(z describes the field dependence on the z coordinate at the doubled frequency in

linear approximation. Axis z is directed into volume of a superconductor.
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It follows from (22), that the nonlinear current (23) is proportional to the fraction of free

(or weakly pinned) fluxons which is defined by the module of the field H gradient. The free

fluxons concentration averaged with regard to microwave field penetration equals

m ~(f) oz exp(- 3 z/A~~) dz (25)
o

dZ

and varies as a function of the H(z ) field distribution in a sample. The Pods model proposes

the following :

I. The rising magnetic field Ho, parallel to the sample surface, penetrates inside a sample
according to the exponential law H(z)

=

Ho exp(- z/A (A is the depth of a static field

penetration) up to Hi
=

4 orj~ A/c Q~ is the critical current).

2. If magnetic field rises later field gradient at a sample surface remains constant and

equals 4 orjjc
=

Hj/A (the Bean critical state).

The field decreases linearly

H (z
=

Ho zHj/A

at z ~ z i
and exponentially

H(z)
=

Ho exp [- (z z~ )IA

at z > z i,
where zi =

A (Ho Hi )/Hj.
3. Let's assume that the applied magnetic field, after having reached some maximal value

of H~, starts to decrease. According to [24] within the interval H~-2Hj «Ho w

H~ the dependence of H(z) has a form :

H(z)=H~- (H~-Ho)exp(-z/A)-zHj/A

so

dH I

$ "f [Hl- (H~-Ho)exp(-z/A)]

at H~ H~]
~

Ho « H~ and at H~ 2 Hi
w Ho « H~ H~]

dH (H~ Ho exp(- z/A )/A Hj/A 0 w z « z~
$ Hj/A (H~ Ho ) exp (- z/A )/A z > z~

where z~ =
A In [(H~ Ho)/Hj].

4. In the fields Ho
~

H~ 2 Hi a reverse critical state develops at a sample surface and

field distribution is

~
Ho + zHj/A

z w z~
~~~

H~ 2 Hi exp [- (z z~)/A (z z~) Hj/A
z > z~

where z~ =

A (H~/Hj HjHj 2).

The reduced expressions for H(z) enable to calculate the value of (f) from (25) in the

entire interval of the extemal magnetic field change.
The measured dependences of P

~ ~

(H ), P
~

~

(P
~

) and P
~ ~

(T ) are determined by the

integral (24). Both factors in the integral expression change in changing magnetic field. In

contrast with the intensity of the 2nd harmonic the impedance has the nonzero value [25] in a

zero field. Therefore linear electrodynamic characteristics of YBaCUO may be considered

independent on a field value in sufficiently weak fields. Hence the basic dependence of the
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P~~ signal on an extemal field is determined by the function j(((z, Hi in (24). Taking into

account (22), (23) one can consider that in weak fields

P
2

w

°z P I If ) ~ (26)

This conclusion is confirmed by the phase measurements of a harmonic signal. In

accordance with (26) the P~~ phase does not depend on a magnetic field.

The proportionality of the radiated P~~ power to the square of the incident power from

(26) is confirmed experimentally as well (Fig.12).
Let's consider the curve P~~(H) in figure13. The quick growth and saturation of the

observed signal, as an applied field increases, correspond to the establishment of the critical

current in a sample skin4ayer. When switching over field sweep direction the current value

drops retaining the same sign. This leads to abrupt decrease of the P~~ signal.
This part of the P~~ (Hi curve is well described by the correlation (26), in which the

vi function was computed from the formulae (25) with the field distribution H (z ), indicated

at points I to 3. The only fitting parameter was the ratio A ~JA. For the curve in figure 13 the

best coincidence was obtained at A~JA =1, 5.

The final part of the curve obtained in decreasing field applied (left of the arrow in Fig. 13)
corresponds to the establishment of a reverse critical state, when the current in a skin-layer
changes its sign. One can not describe it by means of the formula (26).

Note that the attempt to reproduce the hysteresis loop shape can hardly be reasonable

because of the necessity to account for a specific sample shape.
The temperature dependence of P~ ~(T) in a YBaCUO single crystal (Fig. ll) is primarily

defined by strong dependence of an impedance on temperature. When temperature is

decreased below T~ the impedance drops abruptly, diminishing wave interaction space in a

superconductor, I.e. the integration region in (24). In YBaCUO single crystal the impedance is

50 times less than in ceramic (at T
=

77 K) [26], which takes the nonlinear effects far from

T~ practically unobservable in single crystals.

THE 3d HAItMONIC GENERATION.- The magnetic field dependence of the microwave

response of a YBaCUO at the doubled frequency was explained in previous part. As it has

been shown in [6] the P~~ response at T
=

T~ does not depend on magnetic field.

The experimental temperature dependence of P~~(T) near T~ of YBaCUO single crystal
(the same crystal has been employed as that in paper [21]) is shown by the solid line in

figure14 [6]. Note that the P~~(T) signal is asymmetric. We observed the same

P~~(T) line shape near T~ in other YBaCUO single crystals. The P~~(T) signal did not

change when we applied a static magnetic field in the direction parallel to the surface of the

sample with a strength of up to 7 koe. It was established experimentally that the amplitude of

the altemating field corresponding to that recorded in figure14 (HO
~

5 Oe) is within the

interval for which the amplitude of the third harmonic field, HI ", is proportional to the cube

of the field at the fundamental frequency :

HI " oz (HO )~ (27)

This situation means that one can use perturbation theory to describe the interaction of an

intense electromagnetic field with the superconductor.
When studying nonstationary processes in superconductors in the vicinity of T~ an

important question arises conceming inertial properties of the order parameter A and of the

relaxation frequency Do which is characteristic of A. This question cannot be resolved on the

basis of linear electrodynamics, in which Do does not arise, and another frequency,
Di, is important. The latter frequency separates the region in which the field penetrates into
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Fig. 14. The third harmonic signal P~~ versus the temperature T/T~. Solid line experimental ;

dashed lines : theoretical for various values of wr; al
wr =

0.003, b) 0.008 ; c) 0.015 [6].

superconductor as a result of a skin effect from the region of the Meissner effect. The

nonlinear response of a superconductor to an r.f. field, on the other hand, depends on both of

these frequencies, Do and Di. Gor'kov and Eliashberg showed that the relation Do
=

Di
holds in a superconductor having a high concentration of paramagnetic impurities [27]. This

situation was studied experimentally by Amato and McLean [28], who found the relaxation

time Di near the critical temperature T~ from the lineshape of the nonlinear response of an

Lai ~Gd~Sn~ alloy.
In YBaCUO single crystals, as it will be shown below, Do ~Di and the curve

P~~(T) in figure14 cannot be described by the theory derived in, for example, references

[27, 29] on the basis of the BCS model.

A more appropriate approach for the high T~ superconductors starts from Eliashberg's
equations [30]. From these equations we find for the frequencies the following expressions,
which are quite accurate near T~ [6] :

where A = A (0) is a oupling
constant,

r

holes,
and

m* is the band mass of the holes.

For a analysis of the
Eliashberg's

equations, we selected the model of a

spectrum
of a YBaCUO onsisting of three

Einstein
oxygen modes [31] with frequencies of

200, 600, and 000K. As a result, we
both

the value of T~ (at

A = 1,

the experimental curve.

Generally
peaking

the

~
~

~

~~ ~
( n + W

)~.
RI

+ W ~)
~~~~
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where t
=

(T~ T)/T~. According to (28) the relation

DjDi
=

3(1 + A~) rT~ »

does not depend on temperature and is determined by single crystal parameters. It is clear

from (29) that the P~~(T) peak width in the vicinity of T~ is determined by the frequency
Di. And indeed, changing the parameter r, we obtained practically complete coincidence of

the experimental curve and that calculated from the Eliashberg's equations. Corresponding to

line A in figure14 is the parameter value
wr =

0.003. With w/20r =9.4GHz and

p =

50 ~&Q.cm we find the ratio m*/nmo
=

0.8 x 10~ ~~ cm~ ~ (for A
=

1.4). From (28) we find

Do
=

1.8 x lli~(1
~

,

Di
>

1.6 x
ld~ (1

~

T~ T~

Lines B and C in figure 14 correspond to wr values of 0.008 and 0.015.

An altemative to the generation mechanism discussed above might be a mechanism based

on a strong dependence of the impedance of the sample on the strength of the extemal

magnetic field, Z(H). A manifestation of this mechanism would be most understandable in

type-I superconductors [32], in which the resultant applied field (H + H~ ) is comparable to

the critical field H~, and the sample is in either the normal state or the superconducting state

during a period of the incident wave. If the dependence Z (Hi involves a threshold, the

reflected signal should have a nonharmonic shape, so a response should arise at all multiple
frequencies with an amplitude proportional to H~. This conclusion does not correspond to

experimental result (27). Furthermore, if the observed nonlinear effect were due exclusively

to a Z (H) dependence, then the amplitude of the P~
~

signal would vary with the strength of

the extemal field, in contradiction of experiment.
We thus believe that the nonlinear response of a YBaCUO single crystal near

T~ is a consequence of a time variation of the order parameter A under the influence of the r.f.

field. The measured relaxation time A is Dp
=

5.6 x 10~ ~~(l T/T~)~

Conclusion.

A few of the first steps have been made in the study of high temperature superconductors
nonlinear microwave electrodynamics. In the nearest future the experiments will probably be

carried out in a large interval of frequencies and fields, and also on different subjects : films,

powders, single crystals, high temperature superconductors of another compositions. The up-

to-date comprehension level is well characterized in paper [17] : «
The microscopic models

presented here are sufficient to explain much of our data, but we have yet to show that they

are also necessary simple empirical or phenomenological models may also suffice.
»
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